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INTRODUCTION

The View from Building 10

I sit in an office/lab in Building 10, the Clinical Center of the National Institutes of Health—“the NIH”—in Bethesda, Maryland. The yellow arrow shows where I am. Building 10, with the added on Hatfield Clinical Research Center, is the largest research hospital on earth.

Building 10, the NIH Clinical Center, in Bethesda, MD.

Titans of academic medicine have passed through Building 10 during
their training. I came here fresh from internal medicine residency in 1978. I’ve been here ever since.

I’ve been in Building 10 so long, it occupies me. In this textbook I’ll be presenting autonomic medicine from the viewpoint of a clinical researcher. In Building 10 I’ve been privileged to develop many clinical laboratory techniques relevant to autonomic disorders and apply them for the first time in patients.

The combination of new technology with the availability of patients who have rare but informative disorders sets the stage for inducing new concepts as the data come in.

In this respect I feel like I am continuing a tradition that goes back to William Harvey, the father of modern medical research, who wrote in 1657, “Nature is nowhere accustomed more openly to display her secret mysteries than in cases where she shows traces of her workings apart from the beaten path; nor is there any better way to advance the proper practice of medicine than to give our minds to the discovery of the usual law of nature, by the careful investigation of cases of rarer forms of disease. For it has been found in almost all things, that what they contain of use or of application, is hardly perceived unless we are deprived of them, or they become deranged in some way.”

I hope to share the excitement that comes from making medical scientific discoveries and to convey the historical, cultural, and
societal significance of an extraordinary field of knowledge: the autonomic nervous system.

**Patients as a Scientific Resource**

The type of research I do is called patient-oriented research. In patient-oriented research you try to understand diseases by studying the patients who have them. You know you’re doing patient-oriented research if you shake hands with the subject matter.

Patient-oriented research is rare. Most of biomedical research is basic. The focus is on a particular cellular process or molecule or on biotechnology, without regard to a disease. In disease-oriented research, the goal is to understand diseases, such as by animal models, genetic material from patients, or population studies. Within the domain of patient-oriented research, most of the activity is in designing, conducting, and reporting results of clinical trials of new treatments or in studying the natural history of disease—what happens to the patients over time with standard treatments. Patient-oriented research with the goal of understanding better the mechanisms of diseases is a rarity within a rarity.

Nevertheless, patients constitute a tremendous scientific resource. Only patients can tell you what and how they feel. It’s the job of patient-oriented researchers to learn what their patients teach.
Patient-oriented research is unusual. Patient-oriented research to understand disease mechanisms (the red sliver) is rare.

Why Did I Write this Book?

First, this textbook can be a vehicle for teaching clinical fellows at the NIH who are in our fellowship in autonomic disorders. The fellowship is accredited by the United Council for Neurological Subspecialties (UCNS). The textbook can help fellows pass the UCNS certifying examination.
Second, I wrote this textbook to highlight how catecholaminergic neuroimaging and neurochemistry inform about the diagnosis and pathophysiology of a variety of clinical autonomic disorders. Other textbooks do not go into these matters in depth, probably because several of the autonomic function tests conducted under research protocols in intramural NIH are not available elsewhere. Key neuroimaging and neurochemistry results often come in during the patients’ inpatient workups, refining the diagnosis.

Third, this book teaches an integrative approach to autonomic medicine. The concepts of scientific integrative medicine, such as negative feedback regulation and homeostasis, are relatively simple and straightforward but nevertheless powerful for understanding clinical autonomic disorders. I believe dysautonomias provide a platform for linking systems biology with integrative pathophysiology.

Fourth, this textbook provides a unique and novel resource that patients, students, clinicians, and academicians can share. Through it I hope to help “flip the clinic,” empowering and giving responsibility to patients with autonomic disorders.

**What is Different about this Book?**

There are advantages and disadvantages of having a single writer for a textbook such as this. An advantage is consistency. I believe that
over the years I’ve developed a uniform, integral approach, which can be applied to the diagnosis, pathophysiology, biomarkers, mechanisms, natural history, and treatment and prevention of autonomic and catecholamine-related disorders.

Having a single writer enhances legibility. There are different styles of expository writing. I think it is valuable to learn the point of view of a single writer, presented in a consistent way across chapters.

In this textbook I’ve tried to exploit a talent for drawing and cartooning to convey concepts that are difficult to learn from the text alone.

Probably the main distinction of this book is that I’ve designed it to be a resource that can be shared by patients, students, clinicians, and academicians. This is a tall order because of the obvious differences in competencies, vocabulary, and needs and expectations across these readerships.

The text highlighted in blue is for lay people and patients.

The Figures in this book are mainly concept diagrams. The Figure legends convey the key teaching points.
This book is predicated on the notion that in medicine we can all learn from each other.

For instance, in the Figure above, the arrows show the reciprocal influences and feedback loops among stakeholders in autonomic medicine. Patients teach clinicians ("flipping the clinic"), and clinicians teach patients; support groups provide demographic information, and they relay news to patients; faculty learn from students about how to teach and students learn from faculty. Each group enhances knowledge, which in turn informs all the others.

**Dysautonomias and Catecholamines**

This textbook is founded on two pillars—dysautonomias and catecholamines.
This book covers two major areas of medical knowledge. Dysautonomias are disorders. Catecholamines are chemicals that are related to those disorders.

Unfortunately, both the disorders and the chemicals have names that are hard to pronounce.

The group of disorders are dysautonomias, pronounced diss-auto-NO-mias. As you’ll be learning in great detail, dysautonomias are conditions in which there is a problem with functioning of the automatic part of the nervous system.
Catecholamines, pronounced cat-a-COAL-a-means (or if you’re British, cat-a-call-AY-means). Catecholamines are members of a small family of body chemicals, the most famous member of which is adrenaline.

The reason for the overlap in these topics is that key parts of the automatic nervous system use catecholamines as their chemical messengers.

By measuring levels of the messengers, we can learn about how those parts work in health and disease.

There are a large number of conditions in which one or more components of the autonomic nervous system malfunction, called dysautonomias. We’ll be getting to catecholamines somewhat later on.

**Why are Dysautonomias So Hard?**

Dysautonomias are a difficult subject, for patients, doctors, students, and researchers. They are difficult to live with, diagnose and treat, and understand.

Whether you are a lay person, a patient, a caregiver, a student, a general physician, or even a specialist in neurology, cardiology,
endocrinology, or psychiatry, my guess is that the field of dysautonomias is almost completely foreign to you. There are several reasons for this. I think it’s important at the outset to explain why the field of dysautonomias is so hard.

**Dysautonomias are Multi-Disciplinary**

The field of dysautonomias spans multiple disciplines of medicine. Specialists certified in programs in single disciplines often cannot serve dysautonomic patients.

If your only tool is a hammer, the world looks like a nail. If a dysautonomic patient sees a cardiologist, the cardiologist looks for an abnormal heart rhythm or heart block, something a pacemaker or ablation can treat. If the patient sees a neurologist, the neurologist looks for a seizure disorder, a problem with blood flow to the brain, or a brain structural abnormality. If the patient sees an endocrinologist, the endocrinologist looks for diabetes or a thyroid, adrenal, or pituitary problem. If the patient sees an immunologist, the immunologist looks for auto-immunity or mastocytosis. If the patient sees a gastroenterologist, the gastroenterologist looks for gastro-esophageal reflux, decreased gut motility, or irritable bowel syndrome (yet prescribing a high fiber diet could increase splanchnic pooling of blood and worsen orthostatic intolerance). If as often happens the patient finally sees a psychiatrist, the psychiatrist looks for depression, anxiety, or panic disorder.
Dysautonomias are multi-disciplinary.

Dysautonomias are Integrative

Many factors determine levels of pulse rate, blood pressure, body metabolism, pain, fatigue, and the sense of psychological well-being. These factors interact complexly with each other.
Dysautonomias are integrative medical disorders. They involve many complex networks, effector systems, and feedback loops.

Further complicating the picture, patients with dysautonomias often are treated with multiple drugs, which not only can interact with each other but also with the disorders. Scientific theories taking this complexity into account have lagged behind.

Diagrams depicting disorders of feedback regulated systems can appear dauntingly complex. At their core, though, as you will learn, they all involve abnormal functioning of negative feedback loops. This book teaches that dysautonomias are disorders of integration, of regulation, of systems that change during life as a function of the balance of wear and tear vs. resilience.
When it comes to research, partly because of the multi-disciplinary nature of dysautonomias, peer-review committees tend to view grant applications about dysautonomias as somewhat foreign or of secondary importance. The NIH is a major source of funding in American biomedicine, and clinical disorders of the autonomic nervous system don’t fit well under the umbrella of any NIH Institute. Considering the public health burden posed by dysautonomias, research funding in an attempt to reduce that burden is remarkably scarce.

**Dysautonomias are Mind-body Disorders**

Are dysautonomias in the mind or body? The answer is: both.

Dysautonomias are “mind-body” disorders, which goes against a distinction between mental and physical body processes. It is unhelpful to classify dysautonomias—or the patients suffering with them—as “psychiatric” or “medical.”

A major purpose of this book is to teach that the many symptoms of dysautonomias reflect real biological or chemical changes. If a clinician cannot identify the cause of a patient’s symptoms, this ignorance should not lead to dismissing the patient as having a psychiatric rather than a “real” problem.
Dysautonomias are mind-body disorders.

Medical tradition separates mental from physical illness. Distinctions between the “body” and the “mind,” the physical and mental, problems imposed on the individual and those in the mind of the individual, are unhelpful in trying to understand dysautonomias. The autonomic nervous system operates at the border of the mind and body. In this course you will learn a systems approach to the mind-body issue.

Different Centers have Different Emphases

In almost every aspect of dysautonomias practice and research,
Different centers have different emphases and offer different batteries of autonomic function tests.

Valsalva Beat-to-beat BP
Tilt table testing
Sweat testing (QSART, TST)
Power spectral analysis of HRV
Skin biopsies & neuropathology (PGP 9.5)
Plasma catechols (catecholamines, DHPG, DOPAC, DOPA)
Cardiac sympathetic neuroimaging (MIBG, F-DA)
Immunology (anti-nAChR)
Striatal dopaminergic neuroimaging (F-DOPA, DATscan)
Pupillometry

Doctors—even experts in the field—can disagree, about key questions. How should dysautonomias be classified? What are the types and subtypes? Of what do patients with particular dysautonomias complain? Which tests are useful to diagnose particular dysautonomias or monitor responses to treatments? Which treatments work for which forms of dysautonomia? What happens to patients with dysautonomias over time?
Different centers have different emphases in the workup and management of dysautonomias. One center traditionally has focused on familial dysautonomia, a rare pediatric disease. Another has emphasized dysautonomia associated with diabetes, another disorders of sweating, another chronic orthostatic intolerance and multiple system atrophy, and another autoimmune autonomic ganglionopathy.

Different centers also offer different tests, often depending on factors such as finances and insurance coverage. In my opinion these aspects have impeded the adoption and application of valuable, powerful clinical laboratory technologies. No center outside the NIH has an integrated program of neuroimaging and neurochemistry. Tests done at the NIH are usually for research purposes, meaning they are not approved by the FDA as diagnostic tests and are not covered by insurance.

**Dysautonomias are Not Taught Well**

Dysautonomias are not taught well, at any level of education.

A major reason I wrote this textbook is that the field of clinical disorders of the autonomic nervous system is not taught well—if at all—at any educational level.

Medical and graduate school curricula rarely contain coursework on dysautonomias. Clinical and basic training and scientific knowledge
about dysautonomias are disproportionate compared to the large patient demand.

The recent accreditation by the United Council for Neurologic Subspecialties (UCNS) of fellowships in autonomic disorders is a good first step. As of this writing, however, there are only four accredited programs.

I hope this book will be useful for patients, students, clinicians, and academicians. Because of the different readerships with very different levels of education and experience and needs and expectations, writing this book has posed challenges. I have tried to meet them as follows.

The text highlighted in blue is taken in large measure from my book, *Dysautonomias: A Handbook for Patients*. Hopefully, lay people, patients, and caregivers will be able to comprehend the highlighted text. At the end of the book is a large glossary.

To help students and trainees grasp the scientific concepts, I’ve used several analogies and drawn many figures and diagrams. The figure legends in italics provide a kind of parallel text. To keep up interest, there are many historical perspectives, anecdotes, vignettes of individual cases—even novel interpretations of bible stories.

For clinicians there are descriptions of several autonomic function
tests, recognizing that the most informative test is an intelligently obtained medical history. I’ve also included concepts underlying several treatments, recognizing that management of autonomic disorders should be tailored to the individual condition and patient and that reassurance, accurate information, and empathy often are at least as effective as drugs.

For academicians I’m proposing a few ideas that seem to me to have potential for enhancing understanding of autonomic and catecholamine-related disorders. Some of these ideas are catecholamine autotoxicity, allostatic load, and scientific integrative medicine, to link systems biology with integrative physiology.

Having one textbook on autonomic medicine as a knowledge base for several readerships may be a first step toward “flipping” the classroom and clinic. By this I mean giving students more power and responsibility in their education and giving patients more power and responsibility in their clinical management. We all can and should learn from each other.

Please let me know if this book works for you, at goldsteind@ninds.nih.gov.
slows down, and the heart beats less forcefully.

There are inhibitory muscarinic receptors on sympathetic post-ganglionic nerves in the heart. Because of this, vagal stimulation decreases the rate and force of cardiac contraction, not only directly by the released acetylcholine acting at muscarinic receptors on the target myocardial cells, but also indirectly by inhibiting norepinephrine release from sympathetic post-ganglionic nerves.

In some forms of dysautonomia, multiple components of the autonomic nervous system are affected similarly. For instance, interference with the transmission of nerve impulses in the ganglia produces symptoms and signs of failure of the sympathetic noradrenergic system, the sympathetic cholinergic system, the sympathetic adrenergic system, and the parasympathetic nervous system.

In other situations, increases in activities of these systems go together. An example is after eating a meal. In this setting, stimulation of the parasympathetic nervous system aids digestion, by increasing gut motions and augmenting secretions of hormones, such as insulin. Meanwhile, stimulation the sympathetic noradrenergic system tightens blood vessels in some body regions, shunting blood toward the gut. After a meal, possibly because of increased levels of glucose in the bloodstream, activity of the sympathetic adrenergic system tends